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INGLES C1.2

Área: General
Modalidad: Presencial
Duración: 11 h
Precio: Consultar

Curso Bonificable
Contactar

Recomendar
Matricularme

OBJETIVOS

Proficiency  students  are  either  adult  students  who  are  interested  in  getting  the  C2  for  job  prospects  or  as  a  requirement  for  some
university courses, and teens who have been with us and have moved up through the levels of the school. As there is only one C2 level,
in one class you may have students who have just taken C1 together with others who have been in C2 level for a while.

CONTENIDOS

unit1: People& places
Narrative tenses.Past verb with present ans future mening
describing characters and plots, collocations: memory, word knowledge, link words
unit 2: Our environment
future form and time clause. Future phrases
collocation: adjectives and nouns, animal expressions, dependent prepositions, compound adjective, discourse markers
unit3: Language&culture
Focus and emphasis:cleft sentences
Describing  culture,  descriptive  adjectives,  Style  informal  and  formal  vocabulary,  Prefixes,  Idioms  for  emphasis,  discourses  markers,
borrowed words
unit4: Family& relationship
Perfect aspects
Descriptive behaviour, expressions:comunication, discourse markers
unit5: Safety&danger
Past modals:possibility, speculation, necessity, obligation
Phobias, way of looking, word knowledge, collocations:risk and danger
unit6: Health&lifestyle
Defining and non-definingclauses
Illnessand injury, expressions:sport, feeling and life
unit7: Science&Technology
stative verbs, simple or continuous, nouns and -ing forms
Prefixes ans suffixes, word describing light, expressions: science and technology, consequences ans effects
unit8:Law& order
Gerunds and infinitives
Collocations:crime, punishment, rights and rules, crime vocabulary, word knowledge, speculating, problems and solutions
unit9: Psychology&employment
Uses of have and get, passive with have something done
Suffixes, expressions:lisyen, hear, ear, verb and meaning, word knowledge
unit10: Entertainment&Leisure
Contract clauses, reason clauses, adverbs clause
Food and drink adjectives, make
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unit11: Money Matters
Reported speech, reporting questions ans verbs patterns
Money saying ans proverbs, synonyms: rich and poor, word or expressions connected with trade and money, market,
unit12: Travel&tourism
Counterfactual conditionals, mixed unreal conditionals
Word knowledge:if, cut, road, path and track,discourse markers:various


